In this paper, we conduct research on the unmanned aerial vehicle adaptive control system based on fuzzy control and chaos mechanics. Four rotor aircraft is a kind of nonlinear systems with underactuated, strong coupling characteristic. Although in existing research, through the design of the control algorithm effectively inhibits both for flight control effect, but not fundamentally eliminate the effect of aircraft. Dynamic model of unmanned helicopter flight control system design is very approximate, need to gradually improve the modeling accuracy, so as to get the exact autonomous flight control, so you need to practice constantly required to modeling in the flight information, so the unmanned helicopter flight control system to have the ability to retrieve information modeling. This paper proposes the new idea on the issues that will be meaningful.
Introduction
In the complex battlefield environment information that a single drone intelligence reconnaissance, battlefield surveillance, or target tasks facing, surveillance, reconnaissance angle range, radius, destroy the ability and precision of attack aspects of limits, restricts the operational effectiveness of the play. Machine more cooperative engagement is the precondition of realizing unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) group of independent TT&C communication integration, namely must form a strong communication skills, information awareness and strong anti-destroying ability of unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) network. With the increase of mission requirements, endowed with the function of the unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) is more and more complex, a single drone has been difficult to meet the needs of complex tasks, more countries begin to uav formation, and even the use of unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) formation of autonomous cooperative mission style.
Generally, between network nodes using a half-duplex and full-duplex link transmission network management information and data that mixed data and network information transmission, no matter adopt what kind of multiple access way, the data in the network transmission efficiency is relatively low, difficult to achieve broadband data transmission that can be organized as follows.
 Dynamic slot allocation channel utilization rate is high, that strong expansibility, support distributed algorithm. Insufficient is that the convergence rate of the reserved information exchange time can affect the overhead of protocol, when the network topology changes faster, control packet conflict increases, time slot reserved convergence time is not long, large control overhead.  Hybrid time slot allocation algorithm is combined with competition, will be fixed distribution agreement frame structure is divided into fixed allocation period and competition period, fixed allocation period of a time slot for each node distribution, to ensure the stability of the data.
 Fixed time slot allocation is the chief drawback of the channel utilization rate is not high, not according to the change of user requirements adjust time slot allocation scheme, which can lead to some users in the low volume still takes up too much time slot resources as cause the waste of resources. Comprehensive above factors, by means of tensor analysis, that establishes unified structure tensor model of unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) formation flight, to expand the scope of the model, for the study of the deep problem of unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) formation flight, overcome the singularity of a new approach for dyscalculia. At the same time, considering the formation flight is unknown, bounded time-varying turbulent disturbance, such as model, the influence of parameter uncertainty, the build system energy function, according to the stability criterion, put forward a kind of the uav formation flight formation keeping adaptive robust control law. In this paper, we conduct research on the unmanned aerial vehicle adaptive control system based on fuzzy control and chaos mechanics. In the later part, we will discuss in detail.
Our Proposed Methodology
The Chaos Mechanics. Chaos is a deterministic nonlinear systems with uncertainties in the laws, without any additional external random factors likely random behavior. The long-term evolution of the system is sensitive to initial value subtle changes, the long-term behavior of deterministic system become unpredictable, must be described with probability method. Materialist dialectics thought, the understanding of the science is a series from junior to senior, from simple to complex, from individual to general, from experience to theory. The process of should take cognitive process, studies from the perspective of development to study and sum up to know the origin and development of that the conversion from ignorance to knowledge.
The human in the process of the nature, the transformation nature, view of nature also experienced a from primitive society to the medieval view of nature, to the modern mechanical view of nature, and because of the establishment of quantum mechanics, especially in nonlinear chaos theory mechanical decline, the changes of the dialectical view of nature birth process. The discovery of chaos theory, in order to establish a world picture of unity of the certainty and randomness provides new conditions. Certainty and randomness is a pair of contradictions, in the chaotic systems is dialectical unity. And the corresponding feature can be summarized as the following aspects.
 Chaotic system is a nonlinear system, which has been found that the complexity of the program of the highest system. Within the chaotic attractor exists an infinity of the periodic orbit, an infinity uncountable chaotic orbits, and any two neither trend away from orbit, also not to close, two states appear alternately, either don't tend to be either periodic orbits at the same time, namely not asymptotically periodic orbit. Chaotic orbit is highly unstable.  According to Newton's mechanical view of nature, in order to be understood for the regularity of the spatial arrangement of things and the time of periodic and chaotic that understood as spatially random pile and the time change. Chaos theory reveals the orderly and disorderly exists between a more general condition while namely the chaos sequence.  Stable and unstable coexistence in chaotic motion, they are interrelated and transformation of the basic importance. Period-doubling bifurcation buckling small cycle was replaced by the great cycle, until all the cycle track instability after the system behavior have a quantitative change to qualitative change, into chaotic motion, the cycle window, from chaos state to cycle state transformation that must also be on the premise of the instability of the chaos Chaos theory denies only the concept of negative and destructive instability and the fork, mutation, critical process, the structure of the new structure to replace the old instability plays a very positive role in revolutionary, only the old structure instability, to produce the new structure; System evolution is a composed of multiple instability sequence; On the contrary, in the structural transformation on the critical point of stability is a conservative force, phase change is negative factors to the system. The figure two demonstrates the principles. The Fuzzy Control. Based on the fuzzy mathematics, the fuzzy control theory with fuzzy set, the fuzzy relation and fuzzy inference to simulate the human thinking judgment of synthesis reasoning, processing, solve the problems of the conventional method is difficult to solve. Fuzzy control is earlier in the form of intelligent control, it drew people's thinking has the characteristics of fuzziness. In recent years, the predictive control, neural network and the genetic algorithm research of advanced control algorithm, for the fuzzy control rules and the learning algorithm provides a new direction.
 The adaptive fuzzy control is that it can automatically modify fuzzy control rules, improve and perfect, in order to improve the control performance of the system. Already know that the fuzzy controller to control the quality mainly depends on the setting of the fuzzy control rules.  Using charged process under the action of model prediction in reference to control the quantity of output in the future, according to the forecast result evaluation of the reference control output control effect, fuzzy rules based on the performance of the control effect measurement, to modify the current amount of control.  Because the parameters to determine the fuzzy logic control is very much, the experience of the experts can only play a guiding role, it is difficult to accurately determine the parameters according to it, which also repeated trial and error, to find an optimal process, according to the given optimization performance index, the optimization study of the object, and effectively determine the structure and parameters of the fuzzy logic controller. Rough control is based on knowledge and rules of control, it is much simpler than the fuzzy control, fast, easy to implement. In the process of the rough control, some representative status and operators in the state has taken control strategy, the rough set theory to deal with, analyze what operator under what conditions the control strategy, sums up the corresponding control rules. Its control algorithm can completely from the data itself, its decision-making and reasoning process compared with the fuzzy control and neural network control, are more likely to be confirmed.
The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (uav) Adaptive Control. Drones self-organizing network also known as Ad Hoc network, is made up of unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) bear network node with the arbitrary, temporary and autonomy network topology dynamic self-organizing network system. As a network node, each uav is equipped with AdHoc communication module, has both the functions of the routing and packet forwarding function that can form arbitrary network topology through wireless connection. The general theory of the control method can be shown as follows.
(1) Unmanned aerial vehicle (uav) have more than one which has the function of the gateway node in the group, one is given priority to the gateway, the other for backup gateway. Usually choose distance station nearest gateway nodes as the primary gateway, when the main gateway and the distance of the command post within the scope of visibility, the main gateway through the communication link with the command post, when the main gateway and command post in the distance beyond the horizon, the main gateway based on star link communicate with command post. Adaptive technique is able to continuously measure the track signal and that the change of the system characteristics, the adaptive algorithm, high-speed digital signal processing method to automatically change the system structure and parameters that can make the communication system to adapt to changes in the electromagnetic environment and keep the good performance, while it can protect the system as much as possible to eliminate the influence of interference.
The Flight Control System. How to apply control theory to flight control is always the key point of the research, the current applicable flight control design method is divided into two categories: the classical and modern. This method has less conservative, the performance of the control system generally superior to passive fault tolerant control, but the reliability of that fault diagnosis and fault-tolerant control system testing time delay will affect the performance. Because the object's fault space can be very big, the computer operation ability is limited, and basic sensors, actuators and environment contains uncertainty, so the fault diagnosis of time delay is inevitable. By adopting a simple fault diagnosis algorithm, although can produce less delay, but increased the probability of error checking, can lead to loss of the whole control system stability, on the other hand, if the complex fault diagnosis algorithm, will increase the time delay, which may cause the system performance is bad, or even lose the timing of the control system which will suffer from the listed aspects.
 People in the loop simulation: assessment of manned stabilization control performance and control problem of the plane.  Iron bird test, flight control law of hardware implementation of authentication, sure that under the condition of the real operating correctly.  Offline design: the definition of control system and flight control law structure and parameter, adjust to meet the expectations of quality and closed loop performance specifications.  Flight test: confirm meet demand from users of the aircraft flight control system design specification. Flight test is whether meet the requirements of the final link test system. Traditional design method provides an easy and intuitive flight control system design method, to some extent, but its design process based on experience and trial and error, although the system has the very good at local closed-loop control performance, but is not necessarily in the global range meet the requirements of stability, robustness and performance indicators. The revised architecture of the system can be generally summarized as the following aspects. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we conduct research on the unmanned aerial vehicle adaptive control system based on fuzzy control and chaos mechanics. Because of the complexity of the modern aircraft flight control system, design the control law can't be a complete, need to be repeated iteration and through the test for final adjustment. Flight control systems in addition to should be done according to the aircraft mission needs to choose the appropriate control configuration, also must use some control system design method, to determine the control law of each signal in transmission ratio control law design. In this paper, we propose the new perspective of the issue that will be meaningful.
